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TIME DEPENDENCE OF SPACE CHARGE REAM LOSSES » THE COSOTRON

M. Q. Barton and E. J. Sacharidia

For the past two years, studies of the Cosmotron intensity have 
indicated a failure of the linear increase of intensity with increase of 
injection current. Shortly after the earliest observation of this effect, 
an experiment was done by Snyder and Turner to determine whether or not the 
saturation represented the feilure of some component or sone fundamental 
process like space charze.“1) Their method consisted in observing the current 

in an ion chamber formed by a pair of horizontal plates above and below the 
beam arranged to collect the ions formed in the residual gas.' SueI. a
device forms a particularly convenient monitor for this problem because it 
Coes not reouire a bunched beam. The result indicated that the injected 
particles were indeed getting into the machine without intensity dependence. 
This establishes the fact that neither the various injection components nor 
the usual picture of transverse space charge are responsiblevor saturation. 
The latter effect should show in the injected current since weakening or 
detuning of the betatron focusing forces should cause beam losses in a few 
revolutions whereas toe measurements showed no saturation through the forty 
or more turns of injection. (At that time the Van de Graaff injector was 
operated so that the energy of injection mm constant during the injection 
time interval).

Shortly after the saturation was discovered, phenomena associated with 
azimuthal space charge were observed . " 3) Subsequently, an extensive program 
of study was undertaken) to ccopare these observations with theory. (5) It 

was shown in the course of these observations that the azimuthal space charge 
mechanism can form self bound charge density clusters in the phase space 
associated with the azimuthal coordinate. The radial extent of these 
clusters can be estimated and is found to be comperable to the radial extent
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of the vacuum chamber. Aa the center of MM of the cluster MWM through 
the phase space orbit, dotoralnod by the radio freruency, the odd it ionol 
radial excursion mcht cause beam looses. One test of this zodel would be s 

eamurement of the tine dependence of the spece chare* losnes. The sodel 
suggesta losses on a tire base comparable to the syrahrrotron one illation 
period which in ebout 300 usec since the period for cluster formation is 
shorter.

In a recent experiment, 66) it was shown that the spec* charge saturation 

zrobably occurs less than 500 wane after the beginning of the injection 
process. This result along with the previous results of Snyder and Turner 
‘would seem to support the prediction of the nodel.

It is the purpose of thin note to describe an experiment vhich permts 
the investigation of the Intensity versus time through the entire tine 
intervnl from the beginning of injection to the completion of rf capture.

(7)The method uses the induction electrode signal' " for the Instantaneous 
measurement of he e rr intons ity- Oscilloscope displnys of this signal were 
photographed, the photograpns projected onto plain white paper and hr nd 
traced. Base lines were filled in or the tracings and the area of the pulses 
mensured with a polar planiaeter. Figure l la a block diagram of the 
experimental set up used. A Tektronix 317 oncilloscope was wood in conjunction 
with the "raster" and "synchronizer" to penal t several successive observat{ons 
of the induction signal during the game acceleration cycle. The raster is 
triggered by the injection pankerC8) and produce* a suutooth voltage output 
which la applied directly to the vertical deflection electrode* of the 317 
oscilloscope. It also proluces a train of short pulses with period T- Both 
the sawtooth pulse and the abort zulse train are delayed by time ? from the 
initiating trigger. The synchronizer fores from the Coenotron rf mystem a 
train of trigger pulses fated by the raster outrut. Thus the output of the 
synchronizer is a train of pulses starting at time T and having period t 
with constant phase relationship with respoct to the rf signal. These pulses 
are used to trigger the 517 oscilloscope whose horizontal scale was 0.5 usec 
per cat so that the entire width of the screen corresponded to a complete 
rotation period. Figure 2 is a typical example of the photographs thus 
obtnined.
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The validity of this aethod reruires that the bane line on the 
Individual pictures can be emtablished. Durirg norcal operation, the bese 
line indeed cannot be deterzined during the capture process becuuse perticles 
are injected at all phases and it reouires iw time to sveep out thoce 
part’d** outaide the stable phase region. Therefore a mouification of the 
injection oyster is mu-rested which injects only those particles near the 

(9) phase stable recion. The electrostatic "chopper" in the injection mystem 
with the phase control and clipnin- amrlfier (Fig- l) are used for this 
purpose. The phase control provides * shifted in tine rf signnl to the 
clippine amplifier vhich in turn clip* and ampliries that signal. The latter 
drives the chopper plates so that the bean is injected only during a half 
of the rf period with constant phase re ulated by the phase control. The 
Van de Graaff energ increases durn- the injection pertoa1° so that the 

injection scheme corres -ords to fillin- of the re-ion in phase space 
represented by the shnded portion of Fi . 3. It can be seen that even though 
the distribution includes -any perticles not in* ide ths sepnratrix, the** 
are lost to the inner or outer wall and a phase interval (between land • on 
Fig. 3) contnining no particles exist; so that the base line is always 
unambiguously determined. This pert its use of the induction electrode signal 
as an intensity reasurine device through the entire time of interest from 
the be ginning of injection until the completion of capture. It ws noticed 
that toe perf oner nee of the accelerator vas unchanged by this change in the 
injection nysten.

The results are cortnirec in three sets of photorraphs. In the first 
set T vas chosen e al to 50 sec vhile in the second and third sets T was 
35 .sac. The spacing tian - ms about 60 usec for the first and second sets 
and abtut 250 usec in the third set. Four acesureents were performed at 
each pc Int in the first and second set and only two zessurements in the third 
set. Tse intensities used were full, half, one-firth, and one-tenth of th* 
normal injection intensity. Those Intersity levels vere set usin the 
attem-ting screens C11 which reduce the intensity by randomly occluding 

perticies without coherently ufrectin any parameter of the machine. The 
increase of Van de Craaff enttance caused b- scatterina from tnese screens 
. icht adversely affect the megnet scceptance efficiency but the intensity 
deper Jerce of th* looses free this effect should be opposite to that of space 
cherte looses.

1
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The pulse to puls* varintiom of the mechine durin this experiment 
ms rather lov by usual accelerator a tender de but was lar: e enough to 
complicate this exoerinent considerably. The output of the induction electrode 
was also observed on a Tektronix 545 oscilloscope (Fig. 1) with a slower tine 
bese and photorraphs taken of the seme machine pulses used in the data. A 
typical picture la shonm in Fig. 4- The height of the envelope of each 
picture was mensured at never different tines dur in the injection eriod nd 
fitted with a straight line. The slope ofttin line (M) ic proportional to 
the injected current and since the injection period was constnnt throughout 
the experinent the slope is also proportional to the total charge injected. 
The everage slope value mil tipl led by the screen attenuation factor as 
observed at the various intensities is shonm in Table I. To the extent that

TABLE X.

AttenuntinSereenrnnaninnion
1
1/2
1/5
1/10

SI lultinliedbyAtt
9.9 ± 0.28
10.59 ± 0.25
11.23 ± 0.56
10.38 +0.38

LonTacta

the madber shown in this "3le is independent of intensity, the earlier results 
of Snyder and Turner are confirmed. The areas reasured in the data pictures 
(X) were then normalized by dividing by this slope parazeter. This procedure 
assumes the proportionality of output to input over ths small intensity 
variations caused by mnchine jitter. The normalzed results are then averaged 
for the four (or two) identical oases and presented in Table IX. The assigned 
error is the standard deviation of the computed mean. This error waa found 
to be considerably larner than estimates of the errors involved in the 
zeasurement process and hencc rust arise because of variations in zachine 
parameters in ways not covered by the normnlization.

The results for full and one— tenth intensities are plotted in Fir. 5.
The half and one fifth intensity poznta fall in between. It is seen that Uw 
relative losses of been intensity increase with inject lor Intersity (total 
injected charge) in agreement with the previous experiments and that most of

i
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TABLE IX.

Xi Circulating charge at tine t
Ml Total charge injected during the injection period 
ti Tine mensured with the injection peaker signal as oricin

t
(unec)

at Full
Intensity"

____________ __ _____________ _

122 Inrensaty 1/5Lntena:ty Remarks
1/10 Intensita >

FIRST SET OF :EASUR1ZTS

50
95

155
215
270
325

0.132*0.006
0.383,0.008
0.745*0.010
0.878*0.011
0.834*0.018
0.655*0.016

0.124*0.005
0.15140.019
0.82340.017
0.92910.017
0.894+0.017
0.741*0.028

0.0990.006
C. 38640.013 
0.71740.019 

0.93540.020 
0.90240.017 

0.73940.015

0.100*0.005 
0.37840.032 
0.782*0.009 
0.940*0.007 
0.90340.01, 
0.731*0.016

Four measurementa 
at each point.

SECOND SET OF 1EASLRENTS

345
390
450
510
565
620
660

0-58740.7 
0.44/±0.032 
0.39340.036 
0.35740.032 
c.357±0.031 
0.358±0.033 
0.344*0.027

0.659*0.028 
0.19640.025 
0.22240.023 
0.21610.026 
0.406*0.030 
0.235*0.030 
0.216+0.07

0.667*0.030 
0.52540.021 
0.497*0.01£ 
0.4640.020 
0.25440.021 
0.485*0.03

0.7034.0.041 
0.56340. zo 
0.51040.01 
0.50340.04 
0.285±0.035 
0.530-0.033

Four measurementa 
at each point.

a

THI SET OF IEASURENTS

350
630
900

1140
1380
1620 
i860

0.611*0.069
0.39140.111
0.33140.098
0.29840.090
0.28340.087
0.26840.086
0.17240.124

0-678±0.036 

0.50540.010 
0.27910.006 
0-3420.00 
0.L3040.00£ 
o.L02±0.016

0.€22*0.006 
0.26140.001 
0.440*0.001 
0.22140.003 
0.20640.005

0.721*0.063 
0.578*0.068 
0.548120.053 
0.528*0.053 
0.50040.051

Two measurements 
at each point.

One meazurenent 
________ c nlv

* The intensity here refers to the current of the injector. Thus Full intensity 
correspond a to 1.74 ma instantaneous current gonc into the vacuus box during 
injection and hence to about 0.97 x 102 injected particles totally.
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the losses take place in the time interval between the end of injection and 
the completion of th first synchrotron oscillation. The third set of
measurements (T = 345 uagec. 250 usec) at half intensity, hovever, seen
incons latent in that the points lie above those correspondinf to one—fifth 
intensity. This nay be understood in tems of bad statistics (since only two 
measurements were taken at each point in this set) or some mistake in recording 
the attenuation of the 517 oocilloscop.

Thia experimental tochnicue eces to provide a better means for 
studying this important problem than any other yet devised. He will continue 
this study with some changgefs suggested by the results of this run. These are:

1).

2).
3).

4).

5).

6).
7).

8).

Hore identical runs to reduce uncertainty caused by pulse to 
pul re jitter.
Effort to understand source of this jitter.
Comparison of various injection schemes such as constant energy, 
Lee Teng schene, injection of only a few turns, etc.
Possible improvements in electronic circuitry for increasing the 
nuber of observations available on a single machine pulse, etc. 
Absolute calibration of transmission of attenuating screens end 
study of the change of emittance due to these screens. 
Repetition of the ion chamber experiments. 
Modifiestion of the chopper circuitry to permit filling of 
different regions in phase space.
Comparison of the rate of bean loss with the rate of decay of 
azimuthnl structure of the bean distribution.

This last point can be seen qualitatively by examining Fig- 2. The 
times shown on this picture span the period of greatest bean loss. The 
uzimuthal structure has essentially disoppcered by the fourth picture hhich 
corresponds to 410 uasec by which tine the intensity dependent losses are over. 
It would be desirable to exenine t? is point in more detail.

The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of all merbers of the 
Cosmotron Division vho have assisted in this work. In particular, important 
contributions to the electronics were mede by J. G. Cottngham, H. Einbinder, 
V. J. Kovari*:, and E. J. Rogers.
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ruye Cart long:
Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.

Figure 4.
Figure 5.

Block diegram of the experimental apparatus.
A typical photograph of the 517 oscilloscope display.
A diecram showin the portion of phase space filled by our 
injection scheme.
A typical photograph of the 545 oscilloscope display.
Ratio of circulating charge to total injected charge versus 
time with injection intensity as parameter.
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